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Comparative study of broadband electrodynamic properties
of single-crystal and thin-film strontium titanate
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We have used a coplanar waveguide structure to study broadband electrodynamic proper-
ties of single-crystal and thin-film strontium titanate. We have incorporated both time- and
frequency-domain measurements to determine small-signal effective refractive index and loss
tangent as functions of frequency~up to 4 GHz!, dc bias~up to 106 V/m!, and cryogenic temper-
ature ~17 and 60 K!. The large-signal impulse response of the devices and the associated
phenomenological nonlinear wave equation illustrate how dissipation and nonlinearity combine to
produce the overall response in the large-signal regime. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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Strontium titanate~STO! is one of the most widely stud
ied materials in condensed matter physics:1 STO provided
the prototype example for soft-phonon modes, for unus
electron/optical-phonon coupling leading to superconduc
ity, and for nonclassical exponents.2 It was also the first ma-
terial in which quantum paraelectricity was discovere3

STO is also important from a technological point of view:
large dielectric constant and large dielectric breakdown fi
make it a potential candidate for storage capacitor cells
next-generation dynamic random access memories,4 and its
large dielectric nonlinearity at cryogenic temperatures i
desirable property for various applications such as tuna
filters and phased array antennas.5,6 Also, the synergistic
compatibility between STO and high-temperature superc
ductor YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO! has recently led to an in
creased interest in their thin-film microwave application7

Although some marked differences in the electrodynam
properties of single-crystal and thin-film STO have been
served by several researchers,8 no detailed comparative stud
regarding their broadband microwave properties at cryoge
temperatures has yet been done.

In this letter, we report a comprehensive study of bro
band electrodynamic properties of single-crystal and th
film STO. By implementing a coplanar waveguide~CPW!
geometry with identical YBCO electrode structures for bo
single-crystal and thin-film STO, we were able to make
direct comparison between them in terms of not only intr
sic electrodynamic characteristics but also practical impli
tions. All films were pulsed-laser deposited. For this stu
we have used three types of waveguides: single crys
monolayer film, and bilayer film. All three devices hav
identical electrode structures, made from a 0.4-mm-thick ep-
itaxial YBCO film, patterned in the form of a 7.8-cm-lon
meandering CPW with approximately a 20-mm-wide center-
line, and a 15-mm-wide gap on 8 mm38 mm templates. The
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single-crystal sample uses, as nonlinear dielectric medium
1-mm-thick single-crystal STO~100! substrate~commer-
cially available from K&R Creation! below the electrodes
The monolayer and bilayer samples use a 0.7-mm-thick epi-
taxial STO ~100! film below the electrodes, and 0.7-mm-
thick epitaxial STO films~100! below and above the elec
trodes, respectively, deposited on 0.5-mm-thick sing
crystal LaAlO3 ~100! substrates. The details of film
deposition and patterning were published previously.9

In the analysis of broadband characteristics of o
CPWs, we have used an electrical circuit model based
lumped circuit equivalents of coupling impedanceZc and
input/output termination impedanceZL for the external cir-
cuitry; and distributed CPW parameters of characteristic
pedanceZ, refractive indexn, loss tangent tand, and wave-
guide lengthl ~see Fig. 1!. We have used two types o
lumped source; swept frequency~from 45 MHz to 4 GHz!,
and Gaussian-like impulse~pulse width;0.05 ns for small
signal, and 0.4 ns for large signal!. In the case of swept-
frequency measurements, the small-signal steady-state t
mittance (eT /eI) is given by10

eT~v!

eI~v!
5

S 2

11
Zc

ZL

D S 11
Zc1ZL2Z

Zc1ZL1Z

egl 1
Zc1ZL2Z

Zc1ZL1Z
e2gl

D
11

~ZL1Zc!@ZL1Zc1Z coth~gl !#

Z@~ZL1Zc!coth~gl !1Z#

, ~1!

wherev is the angular frequency. The complex propagat
function g is given by

FIG. 1. Electrical circuit model.
9 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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g5 ivn/c1 1
2vn tand/c, ~2!

wherec is the speed of light in vacuum. Figure 2 shows fi
to experimental data assuming purely inductiveZc , and
frequency-independentZ, ZL , n, and tand. Basically, the
separation of peaks~i.e., resonances!, initial height of peaks,
and decay of peaks with frequency are determined byn, Z,
and tand, respectively. The bias is applied between the c
terline and ground planes~20 V bias corresponds to
;106 V/m at the dielectric surface!. Table I summarizes re
sults of similar fits for all three waveguides at 17 and 60
To a good approximation, bias-dependent effects are q
dratic for low voltages~,2 V!, and linear~shown in %! for
high voltages~between 2 and 20 V!. We note that tand in-
creases with bias in the single-crystal sample, whereas it
creases in the bilayer sample. Also, the bilayer sample sh
noticeable dispersive~i.e., frequency-dependent! effects@see
Fig. 2~b!#.

To determine frequency-dependent effects quantitativ
~and also to check the accuracy of swept-frequency fit
sults!, we have used a Gaussian impulse generator as
source and performed a time-domain analysis.9 For the
lowest-order impulse transmission~i.e., propagation length
l !, the small-signal transmittance is given by9

FIG. 2. Transmittance vs frequency at 60 K under 0 and 20 V bias for~a!
single-crystal and~b! bilayer film samples~dashed lines are data, solid line
are fits; insets are schematic cross sections of waveguides!.
-
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By making certain assumptions and using Eqs.~2! and
~3!, we can readily obtainn and tand as a function of
frequency.9 Figure 3 shows results of such analysis for t
single-crystal and bilayer film waveguides~the monolayer
film waveguide had very similar characteristics to those
the bilayer film waveguide!. The upperbound frequencies fo
the data were limited by the signal-to-noise ratio, and un
lations in the data were caused by mutual inductance eff
among parallel segments of the meandering lines of
waveguides. We note that frequency-dependent effects,
as reduction ofn and tand with frequency, become distin
guishable with bias in the case of the single-crystal wa
guide, especially at 17 K. However, such effects are virtua
bias independent in the case of film waveguides. Also, at
K and 20 V bias, the bilayer film waveguide shows a mu
smaller refractive index but larger dielectric nonlinear
than, and similar effective loss tangent to, the single-cry
waveguide.

The ramifications of such bias-dependent small-sig

FIG. 3. Refractive index and loss tangent vs frequency at 17 and 60 K u
0, 5, and 20 V bias for~a! single-crystal and~b! bilayer film samples~sym-
bols are data, solid lines are linear approximations!.
TABLE I. Sample type~Type!, strontium titanate layer thickness~STO th.!; broadband-frequency (;108– 109 Hz) averages for effective refractive index~n!
and its fractional change per dc voltage bias (Dn/DVn), and effective loss tangent (tand) and its fractional change per dc voltage bias (D tand/DV tand) at
17 and 60 K.

Type
STO th.

~mm!
n

at 17 K
Dn/DVn

at 17 K ~1/V!
tand

at 17 K
D tand/DV tand
at 17 K ~1/V!

n
at 60 K

Dn/DVn
at 60 K ~1/V!

tand
at 60 K

D tand/DV tand
at 60 K ~1/V!

Single crystal 1000 77.5 25.0% 0.015 130% 37.0 20.4% 0.0035 116%
Monolayer film 0.7 6.3 20.5% 0.017 22% 6.5 20.4% 0.021 22%
Bilayer film 0.710.7 8.3 20.8% 0.027 22% 8.8 20.8% 0.033 23%
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characteristics for large-signal behavior are illustrated
Fig. 4. Here, the input is a 40 V Gaussian-like impulse w
about a 0.4 ns pulse width for both devices. The transmi
impulse has a similar rise time and pulse shape~a shock-like
front! for both waveguides at zero bias~the amplitudes are
different due to impedance-mismatch effects!. But under
bias, the bilayer film CPW shows improved pulse-shap
effects due to reduced microwave loss, whereas the sin
crystal CPW performance~dominated by combined effect
of nonlinearity and loss! degrades due to increased los
Such steep pulse fronts~or trailing edges! could be used, for
example, for triggering. The solid lines are the results
simulations of the nonlinear wave equation

]ns

]t
1u~ndc1ns!

]ns

]x
5S a

]

]x
1b

]2

]x2DH$ns%, ~4!

whereH$ns% denotes the Hilbert transform.9 This model, de-
veloped previously,9 has three basic components~all derived
from the small-signal characteristics shown in Table I a
Fig. 2!: nonlinearity in the form of a voltage-dependent v
locity u(ndc1ns), wherendc is the bias voltage andns is the
signal voltage; frequency-dependent loss given
a]/]xH$ns%; and frequency-dependent refractive ind
given by b]2/]x2H$ns%. Equation~4! only models the be-
havior of the signal in the interior of the device and does
account for nonlinear effects at the input and output ter
nals. Since the terminals are not impedance matched to
device, the exact influence of the terminals is not known
these large-amplitude signals. Consequently, we assum
the modeling that the terminals do not significantly chan
pulse shapes, but merely result in a simple amplitude sca
of the pulses. This scaling has been chosen in all cases

FIG. 4. Large-signal impulse transmission TDT at 60 K under 0,220, and
20 V bias for ~a! single-crystal and~b! bilayer film samples~symbols are
data, lines are simulations!.
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that the simulation results match the amplitude of the exp
mental results. Our simulations also assume that the in
pulse is an ideal Gaussian impulse, whereas the experime
pulse is slightly asymmetric and has a shoulder at the trai
edge.

The decrease ofn with bias in both single crystals an
thin films is well described by essentially ‘‘hardening’’ o
soft phonons~n in films is reduced and has different tem
perature dependence, most likely due to increased stress
defect density in the films!.11 Recently, Vendik, Ter-
Martirosyan, and Zubko12 revised a model first used b
Bethe13 to describe microwave losses in incipient ferroele
trics. According to this model, losses due to scattering
phonons by residual/localized ferroelectric polarization
likely to be dominant in single crystals, since this mechani
predicts the experimentally observed increase of loss w
both decreasing temperature and increasing bias. For fi
the experimental observation of weak temperature dep
dence and reduction with bias of loss is consistent with a l
mechanism based on transformation of microwave phot
into acoustic oscillations at charged defects. However,
fact that this model for all mechanisms predicts linearly
creasing tand with frequency~for single-crystal STO at 140
K, such linear dependence has been experiment
observed!,14 while we observe essentially frequenc
independent tand for all devices<60 K, means that an im-
proved model is needed—for example, one that takes stro
correlation effects with the lattice into account.9,15 We have
no definitive explanation for the small dispersive effects
have seen, except to note that monolayer and bilayer fi
showed very similar dispersion~i.e., dispersion is unlikely to
be caused by inhomogeneity of the dielectric medium in
CPW structure!. Finally, as demonstrated by Table I an
Figs. 2–4, typical thin-film STO could offer superior perfo
mance to single-crystal STO for some tunable dev
applications—clearly, the manifest definition of performan
would depend critically on the specific application.
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